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Microfluidic approaches for epithelial cell layer 
culture and characterisation  

Roland Thuenauera,b*, Enrique Rodriguez-Boulanc and Winfried Römera,b   

In higher eukaryotes, epithelial cell layers line most body cavities and form selective barriers 
that regulate the exchange of solutes between compartments. In order to fulfil these functions, 
the cells assume a polarised architecture and maintain two distinct plasma membrane domains, 
the apical domain facing the lumen and the basolateral domain facing other cells and the 
extracellular matrix. Microfluidic biochips offer the unique opportunity to establish novel in 
vitro models of epithelia in which the in vivo microenvironment of epithelial cells is precisely 
reconstituted. In addition, analytical tools to monitor biologically relevant parameters can be 
directly integrated on-chip. In this review we summarise recently developed biochip designs 
for culturing epithelial cell layers. Since endothelial cell layers, which line blood vessels, have 
similar barrier functions and polar organisation as epithelial cell layers, we also discuss 
biochips for culturing endothelial cell layers. Furthermore, we review approaches to integrate 
tools to analyse and manipulate epithelia and endothelia in microfluidic biochips, including 
methods to perform electrical impedance spectroscopy, methods to detect substances 
undergoing trans-epithelial transport via fluorescence, spectrophotometry, and mass 
spectrometry, techniques to mechanically stimulate cells via stretching and fluid flow-induced 
shear stress, and methods to carry out high-resolution imaging of vesicular trafficking with 
light microscopy. Taken together, this versatile microfluidic toolbox enables novel 
experimental approaches to characterise epithelial monolayers.  
 

1(Introduction((

Epithelial cells constitute the key functional component of most 
body organs and organise themselves as selective barriers 
between the internal medium of the organism and various organ 
luminal compartments (gut lumen, urinary space, lung air 
space, lumina of exocrine and endocrine glands…)1. In vitro 
models of epithelia provide well-defined and accessible 
systems that enable investigating basic properties of epithelial 
cells1, as well as to unravel mechanisms of diseases that are 
caused by malfunctions of the epithelial cell polarity program 
(e.g. cancer2, microvillus inclusion disease3, 4, congenital 
sucrase-isomaltase deficiency5, cystic fibrosis6, and 
ciliopathies7 such as polycystic kidney disease8, 9, retinitis 
pigmentosa10, 11 or bardet-biedl syndrome12). Furthermore, in 
vitro models of epithelia have also important pharmaco-
therapeutic applications. As epithelial barriers are a major 
obstacle that needs to be overcome for targeted drug delivery13-

15, in vitro models offer a powerful tool to identify permeable 
candidate drugs as well as to understand the underlying 
transport processes. 
 In order to generate well-differentiated epithelial cell layers 
in vitro, it is necessary to reconstitute their natural 
microenvironment as closely as possible. This is traditionally 

achieved by culturing epithelial cells on Transwell filters1, 
which allow provision of different culture media to each side of 
a two-dimensional epithelial cell layer. Another commonly 
utilised approach is based on placing epithelial cells, such as 
Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells16, 17 or Michigan 
Cancer Foundation - 7 (MCF-7) cells18, in gels resembling the 
extracellular matrix, where they form self-organised three-
dimensional cysts with internal lumina. Although these 
techniques allow the in vitro generation of epithelial cell layers 
with some basic features of in vivo epithelia, they do not 
replicate all features of the in vivo microenvironment of 
epithelia. Here, microfluidic approaches provide a new 
perspective, because they enable a much more precise and 
dynamic control of multiple parameters of the cell’s 
microenvironment. Microfluidic approaches ensure continuous 
supply of fresh medium while maintaining realistic ratios of 
cell volume to growth medium volume. Moreover, microfluidic 
models enable to resemble the challenges faced by epithelia in 
vivo, such as fluid shear stress or mechanical stretching. In 
addition, epithelia in microfluidic biochips are easily accessible 
for analytical tools. Various analytical tools to read out 
biological relevant parameters based on fluorescence, mass 
spectrometry, electrical impedance spectroscopy,  
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Figure(1:(The( in#vivo#environment(and(architecture(of(epithelial(and(endothelial(cell(monolayers.%Polarised%epithelial%cells%possess%apical%and%basolateral%plasma%
membrane%domains%that%are%separated%by%tight%junctions.%The%apical%plasma%membrane%(green)%faces%the%lumen%and%contains%microvilli%and%the%primary%cilium.%The%
basolateral%plasma%membrane%(red)%contacts%other%cells%and%the%extracellular%matrix.%The%essential%structures%of%the%extracellular%matrix%are%the%basement%membrane%
and%the%interstitial%tissue%that%consists%of%connective%tissue%and%stromal%cells.%Endothelial%cells%line%blood%vessels%and%exhibit%a%similar%architecture%as%epithelial%cells%in%
which%also%tight%junctions%regulate%the%passage%of%substances%between%neighbouring%cells.%

and light microscopy have been directly integrated in 
microfluidic biochips. This review critically discusses recent 
advances in microfluidic biochip designs that enable novel 
approaches for culturing and characterising epithelial cell 
layers.The design and manufacturing of biochips, together with 
the cell culture and biological characterisation in microfluidic 
biochips, is a highly interdisciplinary endeavour. Therefore, this 
review aims to provide an overview for both, biologists 
interested in novel techniques, and for chemists, physicists and 
engineers interested in finding biologically relevant 
applications for their innovations, in order to stimulate inter-
disciplinary exchange. 

2(Background:(Structure(and(functions(of(epithelial(

cell(layers(

In order to carry out selective barrier and transport functions, 
epithelial cells assume a polarised architecture1 (Figure 1). 
Tight junctions seal neighbouring cells together, so that the 
passage of substances along the space between cells, the so-
called paracellular pathway, is regulated. The tight junctions 
also ensure that two distinct plasma membrane domains, the 
apical and the basolateral plasma membrane domain, can exist 
without diffusive intermixing1. This enables polarised epithelial 
cells to establish and maintain a different lipid and protein 
composition at their apical and basolateral plasma membrane 
domains via highly dynamic intracellular trafficking and sorting 
mechanisms. Such polarised distribution of transporters, 
carriers and channels between the apical and basolateral plasma 
membrane domains is the basis for the vectorial transport, 
secretory, and absorptive functions of epithelial cell layers1. 

 The apical plasma membrane faces the luminal space of 
organs. In many epithelia, such as the small intestinal 
epithelium or the kidney proximal tubule epithelium, the 
surface area of the apical plasma membrane is enlarged by 
actin-filled protrusions, so-called microvilli. In addition, most 
epithelial cells express a primary cilium, which is a several 
micrometre long microtubule-supported protrusion from the 
apical plasma membrane that serves as a multifunctional 
sensory antenna19, 20. 
  Cell-cell contacts along the lateral part of the basolateral 
plasma membrane are maintained by intercellular adhesion 
molecules, such as calcium-dependent cadherins, that 
contribute to the formation of belt-like adherens junctions and 
spot desmosomes. The basal domain of the basolateral plasma 
membrane faces the basement membrane, a condensation of 
extracellular matrix (ECM), and expresses a variety of receptors 
(e.g. integrins) for components of the basement membrane. 
Nutrients for epithelial cell layers are provided by blood vessels 
in the underlying interstitial tissue of the ECM. The nutrients 
traverse the basement membrane, which must be kept 
appropriately permeable in order to ensure that nutrients reach 
receptors and transporters in the basolateral plasma membrane 
that import them into the cell. 
 Blood vessels are lined on their luminal side by endothelial 
cells, which are organised according to similar principles as 
epithelial cells (Figure 1). Endothelial cells also have tight 
junctions that confer them with selective barrier functions; 
importantly, the permeability of their tight junctions varies with 
the localisation in the vascular system21. For example, the 
endothelium that forms the blood-brain barrier (BBB) exhibits 
very ‘tight’ tight junctions in order to maintain and protect the 
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microenvironment of the central nervous system22. Microfluidic 
models for culturing and characterising epithelial cell layers are 
also suitable for endothelial monolayers and we will therefore 
treat microfluidic biochips for epithelia and endothelia in this 
review. 
 It is also noteworthy that epithelial polarity is tightly 
controlled by a self-organising network of polarity proteins and 
lipids2, 17, 23, and a highly organised vesicular trafficking 
system1. This is underlined by the fact that malfunctions in 
epithelial polarity frequently lead to cancer formation24. In fact, 
90% of all human cancers are derived from epithelial cells2. 
 Furthermore, individual cells can exhibit a uniform 
directional organisation within the plane of an epithelial 
monolayer, which is termed planar cell polarity25. This 
manifests itself, for example, in a uniform orientation of cilia in 
the airway epithelium26, or in the alignment of various 
protrusions from epithelial cells, such as cuticular hairs in the 
Drosophila melanogaster wings or pleura27. 

3(Microfluidic(biochip(architectures(for(culturing(

epithelial(cell(layers(

During the last decade increasingly complex microfluidic 
biochips to culture epithelial cells have been developed. 
Significant progress has been made to design chips that 
replicate the microenvironment, 3D-geometries and stimuli 
faced by epithelial cell layers in vivo. 

3.1 Basic features of microfluidic biochips for culturing 
epithelial cells 

 Virtually all developed biochips for culturing epithelial cell 
layers are based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). This is 
mainly due to the fact that for this material soft lithography-
based methods, which enable rapid manufacturing of 3D-
microstructures, are well established28, 29. Furthermore, PDMS 
is biologically compatible30, permeable to gases, which allows 
oxygen supply for cells, is transparent and exhibits low 
autofluorescence, which is beneficial for on-chip light 
microscopy31. However, PDMS has also some disadvantages, 
for example its gas permeability makes it also permeable for 
water vapour, which can cause changes in the osmolarity of the 
cell culture medium. Furthermore, PMDS has a propensity to 
absorb small molecules31.  
 Already simple microfluidic biochip designs that consist of 
channels or chambers in which the cells can grow, allow to 
create in vivo-like fluid flow conditions32-35 and/or investigate 
the effects of surface topography on epithelial cell layers36 
(Figure 2A). For example, Frohlich et al. demonstrated that a 
surface topography bearing 0.75 µm wide and deep linear 
grooves functions in concert with fluid shear stress to align 
renal epithelial cells and to modulate formation of tight 
junctions36. It is also possible to manufacture channels with 
circular cross-section in order to replicate cylindrical vessel 
geometries37, 38.  
 However, in vivo, epithelial cells within a monolayer 
receive their nutrients from the basolateral side (Figure 1). This 

can be efficiently mimicked by microfluidic biochip 
architectures that incorporate a porous membrane (Figure 2B). 
The porous membrane carries the epithelial cell layer and 
separates the channels that allow access from the apical and 

 
Figure(2:(Examples(of(microfluidic(biochip(architectures(for(culturing(epithelial(

cell(layers.((A)%Simple%microfluidic%biochip%design%based%on%a%single%channel%that%
additionally% incorporates% a% cell% growth% substrate% with% controlled% surface%
topography.% Reproduced% from% ref.% 36%with% permission.( (B)%Microfluidic% biochip%
design% based% on% an% integrated% porous%membrane% as% growth% substrate% for% the%
epithelial% cell% layer.% The% chip% constitutes% a% miniaturized% model% of% the% human%
gastrointestinal%tract,%which%can%be%used%to%monitor%immuno=modulatory%effects%
of% food39.% To% this% end,% the% chip% contains% additional% chambers% for% growth% of%
immune%cells%and%performing%an%immunomagnetic%assay.%This%assay%is%based%on%
antibody=coated% magnetic% beads% and% allows% detecting% the% secretion% of% pro=
inflammatory% cytokines% by% the% immune% cells.% Reproduced% from% ref.% 39% with%
permission.( (C)%Microfluidic% biochip% design% with% an% integrated% collagen% vitrigel%
layer% as% growth% substrate% for% an% epithelial% cell% layer.% The% device% enables% to%
generate%and%culture%corneal%microtissue%patches40.%The%collagen%vitrigel%layer%is%
first% placed% on% a% PDMS% structure% containing% the% basal% microfluidic% channel%
system% (step% 1).% After% removal% of% nylon% supports% and% drying% of% the% collagen%
vitrigel% (step% 2),% the% PDMS% structure% containing% the% apical% channel% system% is%
placed%on%top%and%held%in%place%by%vacuum%(step%3).%In%order%to%prepare%the%chip%
for% cell% culture,% the% collagen% vitrigel% layer% is% rehydrated% again% (step% 4).%
Reproduced%from%ref.%40%with%permission.%
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basolateral side. Pore diameters smaller than 1-2 µm are usually 
required to prevent migration of individual cells through the 
pores. In order to guarantee fast diffusive transport through the 
pores, the porous membranes should not be thicker than a few 
ten micrometres.  

3.2 Manufacturing and integration of porous membranes 

In most chip architectures commercially available porous 
membranes made of polyester or polycarbonate with a pore 
diameter of 0.4 µm, identical to the porous membranes utilised 
in Transwell filters, are applied. Also polyethersulfone 
membranes with very small pore diameter (0.04 µm), which are 
traditionally used in dialysis devices, have been utilised in 
microfluidic biochips41-43. 
 The challenge of integrating commercially available porous 
membranes is their leakage-free bonding to the PDMS-based 
parts of the chip. Some groups reported that polyester 
membranes could be bonded to PDMS via oxygen plasma 
treatment39, 44-46, whereas others combined oxygen plasma with 
additional treatments, such as sputter-coating the membrane 
with SiO2

47 or functionalisation with (3-
aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES)48. As alternative, fluid 
PDMS pre-polymer49 or glue50, 51 can be utilised to ensure tight 
bonding of the porous membrane, whereby PDMS pre-polymer 
or glue is applied only to non-cell culture areas of the porous 
membrane. Furthermore, tight clamping of a 
PDMS/membrane/PDMS sandwich with a microchip holder has 
been utilised41-43, which has the advantage that the membrane 
with an attached cell layer can be extracted after experiments.  
 Several microstructuring techniques have been developed to 
manufacture thin PDMS membranes with µm-sized pores52-57. 
A technique that is easy to use and yields pores down to a few 
µm in diameter is to spin coat PDMS pre-polymer on molds 
that bear thin posts in order to generate the pores54, 56, 57. In 
order to reduce the thickness of the PDMS membrane, the 
PDMS pre-polymer can be diluted with toluene54 or 
cyclohexane57. Another approach is to air-blow pores55. This is 
achieved with a substrate that contains tiny holes. During 
PDMS pre-polymer is cured, air is blown through the holes, 
thus locally removing PDMS over the substrate pores. 
Although this technique is more difficult to use, well-defined 
pores down to 1 µm in diameter can be produced. Furthermore, 
methods to manufacture pores in PDMS membranes with sub-
µm diameter have been described52. To this end, PDMS pre-
polymer was spin coated on a mold with pyramid-shaped posts. 
Subsequent etching of PDMS with SF6 plasma allowed 
adjusting the aperture size of the pores on the side of the 
membrane where the pyramid tips of the mold were located. 
Porous PDMS membranes have the advantage that the well-
established methods to bond PDMS surfaces together58-60 can 
be applied. In addition, porous PDMS membranes are highly 
optically transparent with a refractive index (n ~ 1.4)61 close to 
water (n = 1.33), which is beneficial for high-resolution 
microscopy, and are elastic, which enables to perform on-chip 
mechanical stretching of the epithelial cell layer62-64.  
  

 Another alternative are chips that contain adaptors for 
Transwell filters, which has the advantage that established 
Transwell filter culturing methods can be combined with 
microfluidic tools65. Furthermore, methods for manufacturing 
and integrating non-flat porous membranes have been 
developed. This includes techniques to topographically pattern 
porous membranes in the sub-µm scale via hot-embossing 
without compromising the pores66. Such surface topography 
provides spatial cues, similar to physiological cues found in 
vivo66, along which cells can align in order to establish planar 
cell polarity. Esch et al. described a method to manufacture 
porous membranes made of SU-8 that can be deformed in the 
µm-scale to provide a non-flat support that resembles the three-
dimensional shape of intestinal villi67. Moreover, a hollow fibre 
membrane has been successfully integrated in a microfluidic 
chip in order to mimic the geometry and function of a renal 
tubule68. In addition, microfluidic biochips with micro-gap 
arrays that separate two channels, thus forming horizontal pores 
between the channels, have been developed69, 70. This allowed 
manufacturing bifurcations and junctions of micro-gap-
spanning BBB-cell layers69, which is a feature that is often 
found in vivo.  

3.3 Incorporation of extracellular matrix (ECM) coatings and 
ECM gels 

In most biochips for culturing epithelial cell layers the surfaces 
on which the cells grow are coated with proteins mimicking the 
ECM (e.g. collagen66, 71, fibronectin72, poly-L-lysine73...) in 
order to facilitate cell adhesion and cell differentiation. Coating 
is easily achieved by flowing an ECM-protein solution through 
the cell culture chamber. This approach leads to another 
interesting set of microfluidic models in which structured ECM 
gels are utilised as substrate for epithelial cell layers. Puleo et 
al. manufactured a chip in which a collagen vitrigel layer serves 
as separator between apical and basolateral fluid channel 
networks, thus replacing a porous membrane as permeable 
carrier of the epithelial cell layer40 (Figure 2C). The collagen 
vitrigel layer has the advantage that, once a corneal epithelial 
cell layer is grown on top, the gel can be removed by enzymatic 
degradation, and a supporting stromal cell layer can be grown 
underneath40. Furthermore, traditional ECM gel-based culture 
systems, in which epithelial cells form self-organised three-
dimensional cysts, can be equipped with a microfluidic 
perfusion system74. Finally, several chips that contain channel 
sidewalls made of ECM gels or chips that contain entire 
channel networks within ECM gels have been developed. These 
approaches, which are described in more detail in excellent 
recent reviews75-78, can be utilized to generate endothelial cell-
lined vascular networks and provide the means to study 
angiogenesis and tumour cell invasion under in vivo-like 
conditions. 
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4(Integration(of(tools(to(analyse(and(manipulate(

epithelial(cell(layers(in(microfluidic(biochips(

Microfluidic models of epithelia offer the advantage that 
multiple tools can be integrated on-chip. The following section 
discusses which tools are available to control and measure 
biologically relevant parameters of epithelial cell layers and 
describes integration techniques. Finally, we highlight 
microfluidic models of lung epithelium, because there are 
impressive examples available that illustrate the potential of 
highly integrated microfluidic biochips to resemble complex 
epithelial cell layer functions on-chip. 

4.1 Electrical characterisation 

Epithelial cells form electrically tight barrier layers, whereby 
‘electrically tight’ means that the tight junctions prevent the 
passage of ion currents along a paracellular pathway. Although 
the extend of electrical tightness depends on the cell type 
(typical TEER values in microfluidic models range from ~100 
Ωcm2 for e.g. Madin-Darby canine kidney II cells50, 79 to ~250 
Ωcm2 for e.g. BBB cells80), measurement of the trans-epithelial 
electrical resistance (TEER) is a reliable indicator of the 
development of functional tight junctions and thus the 
differentiation status of polarised epithelia. TEER measurement 
is routinely used in Transwell culture systems to validate and 
monitor the differentiation of epithelial monolayers81, 82.  
 Typically, TEER measurements are not performed with DC 
current, which would have undesirable side effects on the cells 
and electrodes, but at low AC frequencies (usually 12.5 Hz83). 
However, more information can be obtained if the electrical 
resistance is measured over a range of AC frequencies (up to a 
few MHz), which is known as impedance spectroscopy65, 79, 84, 

85. The impedance of epithelia strongly depends on the AC 
frequency85, which indicates that at higher frequencies the 
influence of the capacitance of the lipid bilayer of the cell 
membrane becomes dominant. In order to take into account 
these effects, equivalent circuit models for epithelial barriers 
have been developed. In their simplest form84, 85 (Figure 3A), a 
constant phase element (CPh) accounts for the double layer 
capacitance of the electrodes and a resistor (RM) accounts for 
the resistance of the medium. The cell monolayer itself is 
modelled by a resistor (RC) that accounts for the resistance of 
the paracellular pathway, which corresponds to the TEER, in 
parallel with a capacitor (CM) that accounts for the capacitance 
of the cell membrane. An alternative approach to model the 
frequency-dependence of the electrical resistance of epithelia is 
finite element modelling65. Finite element modelling allows to 
calculate the electric field for a given geometry of the porous 
membrane and the cells and thus to directly investigate the 
influence of these geometries on the TEER.  
 

 
Figure( 3:( Electrical( characterisation( of( epithelial( cell( layers( in( microfluidic(

biochips.%(A)%Equivalent%circuit%diagram%of%an%epithelial%monolayer.%The%constant%
phase% element% CPh% accounts% for% the% double% layer% capacitance% of% the%
measurement% electrodes,% the% resistor% RM% accounts% for% the% resistance% of% the%
medium,% the% resistor% RC% accounts% for% the% resistance% of% the% paracellular% route,%
which% is% equivalent% to% the% TEER,% and% the% capacitor% CM% accounts% for% the%
capacitance% of% the% plasma% membranes.% (B)% Example% for% the% integration% of%
electrodes% to% measure% TEER% across% an% endothelial% cell% layer% in% a% microfluidic%
biochip.%a.%Three=dimensional%schematic%view%of%the%biochip.%b.%Components%of%
the% biochip.% The% biochip% contains% two% perpendicular% flow% channels% that% are%
separated% by% a% porous% polycarbonate% membrane% carrying% an% endothelial% cell%
layer% on% one% side% and% co=cultured% astrocytes,% which% positively% influence% the%
quality%of%the%endothelium,%on%the%other%side.%The%TEER%electrodes%are%thin=film%
AgCl% electrodes% that% were% deposited% on% glass% slides.% Reproduced% from% ref.% 80%
with%permission.%%
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 Several strategies to perform on-chip TEER measurements 
have been developed, including direct integration of electrodes 
in the chip50, 51, 65, 80, 86 (Figure 3B), insertion of small-diameter 
electrodes through the apical and basolateral channels62, 63, or 
through access holes79, 84. Ag/AgCl-electrodes and platinum-
electrodes are most commonly used50, 51, 79, 80, 84, but also gold-
plated electrodes covered with a conducting polymer 
(polypyrrole doped with polystyrene sulfonate) in order to 
reduce the influence of the double layer capacitance have been 
applied65. In order to validate on-chip TEER-measurement 
techniques, tests in which the integrity of the epithelial 
monolayer is intentionally compromised should be performed. 
This can be done by Ca2+-removal, which reversibly dissolves 
cell-cell contacts, and is achieved by washes with Ca2+-free 
medium and Ca2+-chelation with compounds such as ethylene 
glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA)65 or ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA)50. Alternatively, irreversible disintegration of the 
monolayer by treatment with a detergent such as Triton X-100 
can be performed65. 
 On-chip TEER measurements are ideally suited for 
monitoring in real-time how the tightness of epithelial and 
endothelial barriers is affected by stimuli. In a microfluidic 
model of the BBB, Booth et al. demonstrated by TEER 
measurements that co-culture with astrocytes increases barrier 
tightness80. Furthermore, they showed that histamine, an 
inflammatory mediator that has been shown to lead to the 
formation of transient gaps between endothelial cells in vivo87, 
also transiently lowered TEER in their microfluidic BBB 
model. In a different microfluidic model of the BBB, Griep et 
al. utilised TEER monitoring to directly show that fluid shear 
stress positively influences BBB tightness, whereas tumour 
necrosis factor α (TNF-α), a pro-inflammatory cytokine88, 
negatively affects barrier tightness84. In a microfluidic model of 
the intestinal epithelium based on Caco-2 cells, Kim et al. 
utilised TEER monitoring to show that luminal co-culture with 
a probiotic strain of bacteria, Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG, 
increases intestinal barrier tightness63. 

4.2 Tools to characterise trans-epithelial transport  

Epithelial barriers are the major gatekeepers that control the 
exchange of substances between different compartments of 
multicellular eukaryotes. According to physiological 
requirements, epithelial barriers regulate the exchange of 
molecules and ions between the luminal space or blood and 
interstitial fluid. The lipid bilayer of cellular plasma membranes 
and the tight junctions prevent passive transport of hydrophilic 
substances across epithelial cell layers. In order to transport 
specific molecules across epithelia in a regulated manner, three 
major trans-epithelial transport pathways exist (Figure 4A). 
First, epithelial cells exhibit polarised expression of dedicated 
transporters, pumps, channels and carriers in their apical and 
basolateral plasma membranes, through which specific 
molecules are transported to the other side of the epithelium via 
the cytosol of the cells. This mode of transport is for example 
utilised to absorb nutrients in the small intestine or to reabsorb 

molecules in the kidney. Second, epithelial cells possess 
machineries to transport specific molecules via sequential 
endocytosis, vesicular transport, and exocytosis to the other 
side, which is termed transcytosis. As the first two pathways 
traverse individual cells, they are collectively termed 
transcellular pathways. Third, the tight junctions can be 
selectively permeable for certain substances, which allows 
regulated transport along the paracellular pathway. 
Furthermore, epithelial cell layers form the basic functional 
component of glands and can produce and secrete specific 
molecules in a vectorial manner. Malfunctions of the highly 
specific transport mechanisms of epithelia are the cause for a 
plethora of diseases1, 23, 89. However, the affected tissues are 
mostly inaccessible in living organisms, which makes in vivo 
studies of trans-epithelial transport intrinsically difficult. 
Microfluidic models of epithelial transport functions are 
therefore a valuable contribution to shed light on transport-
related disease mechanisms.  
 In microfluidic biochips that incorporate porous membranes 
as growth substrate for the epithelial cell layer, the apical and 
basolateral side are independently accessible via microfluidic 
channels. This allows direct monitoring of tracer molecules 
undergoing trans-epithelial transport. Furthermore, by applying 
a constant flow of solution, microfluidic approaches enable to 
keep the tracer concentration in the donor channel constant, 
which is not possible in traditional Transwell filter-based assays 
with their static reservoirs. It has become standard to use non-
interacting tracer molecules (e.g. dextrans or inulin), which can 
passively diffuse through leaks, as means to assay the quality of 
chip-grown epithelial cell layers. This is done by applying a 
tracer solution to one side of the epithelial cell layer and 
collecting fluid aliquots from the exit port of the channel 
connected to the opposite side. The collected fluid aliquots are 
mostly assayed off-chip, which has the advantage that 
conventional detection methods can be applied. However, off-
chip analysis typically requires large volumes. Thus, the 
advantages of microfluidic models to resemble in vivo ratios of 
extracellular fluid volume to cell volume and to limit the 
amount of applied tracer molecules are lost. This problem is 
resolved by on-chip detection systems, for which only a few 
examples in microfluidic biochips for epithelial cell layer 
characterisation have been demonstrated39, 41-43, 47, 73, 90. 
 One possibility is tracer detection via fluorescence, which 
has the disadvantage that the molecule of interest has to be 
fluorescent or fluorescently tagged, but has the advantage that 
very high detection sensitivities can be achieved. Young et al. 
demonstrated on-chip detection of fluorescence signals with a 
light microscope in a microfluidic model of an epithelium90, 
whereas Kimura et al. incorporated holes for inserting optical 
fibres to enable fluorescence detection47. 
 Gao et al. have developed a strategy to perform on-line 
mass spectrometry detection of trans-epithelial transport in a 
microfluidic model of the intestinal epithelium based on Caco-2 
cells73 (Figure 4B). To this end, microfluidic solid-phase 
extraction columns were directly attached to perform sample 
purification for detection with a connected electrospray 
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ionisation quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The 
functionality was demonstrated by characterising the trans-
epithelial transport of the model drug curcumin. Mass 
spectrometry has the capability of label-free detection of many 
molecules in parallel, which makes such a system very 
interesting for large-scale drug screening applications. 

 
Figure( 4:( Characterising( transOepithelial( transport( in(microfluidic( biochips.% (A)%
Schematic% drawing% showing% trans=epithelial% and% secretory% pathways.% Trans=
epithelial%transport%occurs%via%paracellular%and%transcellular%routes.%Transcellular%
transport% is% possible% via% transporter=mediated% pathways% (e.g.% in% the% case% of%
absorption% or% reabsorption% of% nutrients)% or% via% transcytosis.% In% transcytosis,%
molecules%bind%to%specific%receptors,%which%are%subsequently%endocytosed.%After%
vesicular% transport% through% intracellular% compartments,% the% molecules% are%
released% on% the% other% side% by% exocytosis91.% (B)% Microfluidic% biochip% design% to%
carry%out%mass%spectrometry=based%analysis%of% substances% that%are% transported%
across% an% epithelial% barrier.% a.% The% chip% consists% of% two% parts:% In% the% first% part%
(left)%epithelial%cells%are%cultured%on%a%porous%membrane.%The%second%part%(right)%
contains%microfluidic% solid=phase% extraction% columns% for% sample% pre=treatment%
that% are% connected% to%a%mass% spectrometer.%b.%Components%of% the% cell% culture%
chip.% c.% Schematic% cross=section% through% the% cell% culture% chip.% d.% Schematic%
outline% of% the% sample% pre=treatment% chip.% Reproduced% from% ref.% 73% with%
permission.%

 Another alternative detection approach is 
spectrophotometry41-43. This method also allows label-free and 
parallel detection of a few tracer molecules, given that their 
spectra are sufficiently different.  
 Ramadan et al. described a preliminary strategy to integrate 
an immunomagnetic assay, which is based on magnetic beads 

bearing antibodies in order to capture and detect molecules39. 
This is a promising approach because large collections of 
antibodies against physiologically relevant molecules are 
available.  

4.3 Stimulation of epithelial cell layers by fluid flow and 
mechanical stretching 

Epithelial cell layers that line ducts, and especially endothelial 
cell layers that line the blood vessels, are subjected to 
constantly changing fluid flow that causes shear strain in the 
cells (Figure 5A). It is interesting to note that epithelial and 
endothelial cells actively sense fluid flow. Their primary flow 
sensor is believed to be the primary cilium, because it has been 
shown that fluid flow-mediated bending of the primary cilium 
elicits intracellular Ca2+-signalling92, 93. By design, channels in 
microfluidic devices can readily be subjected to fluid flows of 
defined durations and velocities. Thus, microfluidic biochips 
are powerful tools to investigate the effects of fluid flow on 
cells and have helped to reveal that other cellular flow sensors 
might exist. Rahimzadeh et al. showed that fluid flow exerts 
mechanical stress on the actin cytoskeleton of MDCK cells94, 
which may constitute the basis for a flow-sensing mechanism. 
Furthermore, Tkachenko et al. demonstrated that under strong 
fluid shear, when endothelial cells disassemble primary cilia, 
mechanical strain due to displacement of nuclei under 
hydrodynamic drag functions as flow sensor34.  
 In addition, microfluidic biochips have allowed solidifying 
the hypothesis that fluid shear stress is required for complete 
differentiation of epithelia and endothelia, which are subjected 
to constant fluid flow in vivo. By using microfluidic models of 
the kidney it was demonstrated that kidney epithelial cells 
respond to fluid shear stress by increased cell height and actin 
cytoskeleton rearrangement, which results in the formation of 
tighter cell layers44-46. In addition, other differentiation 
indicators, including albumin transport, glucose reabsorption, 
brush border alkaline phosphatase activity, cisplatin toxicity, 
and Pgp efflux transporter activity, showed values closer to in 
vivo values in fluid flow-treated cells when compared to cells 
cultured in traditional Transwell filters without fluid flow45. 
Similar positive effects of fluid shear stress on barrier 
differentiation were also observed in microfluidic models of the 
BBB80, 84.  
 Endothelia in arteries experience pulsatile and oscillatory 
shear stress due to temporal variation of the blood flow. Shao et 
al. developed a microfluidic biochip in which endothelial cells 
can be subjected to pulsatile and oscillatory fluid flow via an 
integrated pneumatic micropump70. In this chip, endothelial 
cells are trapped in a microgap and then proliferate to form a 
functional endothelial barrier along the microgap. This elegant 
approach allowed monitoring trans-endothelial permeability 
under in vivo-like pulsatile flow conditions. 
 Many epithelial cell layers, as e.g. in the lung or in the 
intestine, experience cyclic mechanical strain by stretching 
(Figure 5A). Mechanical stretching of epithelial cell layers can 
be performed in microfluidic biochips by growing the cell layer 
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on flexible porous PDMS membranes62-64, 95 (Figure 5B). Kim 
et al. reported that the combination of fluid flow and cyclic 
mechanical strain significantly improved the differentiation 
status in a microfluidic model of the intestinal epithelium based 
on Caco-2 cells63, 64. Upon combinatorial stimulation, the cells 
formed intestinal villi and also developed basal proliferative 
crypts. Furthermore, the cells differentiated into absorptive, 
mucus-secretory, enteroendocrine, and Paneth cells that were 
found at the same positions as in vivo64.  
 Moreover, microfluidic models of the lung that include 
means to mechanically stretch epithelial cell layers have been 
developed62, 95. The lung-related models are described in more 
detail in section 4.5. 

 
Figure(5:(Microfluidic(biochip(approaches(to(stimulate(epithelial(cell(layers(with(

fluid(flow(and(mechanical(stretching.%(A)%Schematic%drawing%showing%how%fluid%
flow% and% mechanical% stretching% affects% epithelial% cell% layers.% (B)% Microfluidic%
biochip% to%perform%mechanical% stretching%of% an%epithelium%grown%on%a% flexible%
porous% membrane.% a.% Outline% of% the% biochip.% The% chip% contains% a% central%
chamber%that%is%separated%by%a%porous%membrane.%Next%to%the%central%chamber%
two% vacuum% chambers% are% located,%which% enable%mechanical% stretching% of% the%
porous%membrane.%b.%Photograph%of% the%biochip.%c.%Cross=sectional%view%of% the%
chip% that% shows% the% porous%membrane% and% the% top% and% bottom% channel.% The%
insert% shows%a% lateral%view%of% the%porous%membrane.%d.%Functional%principle%of%
mechanical% stretching.%When% vacuum% is% applied% to% the% two% vacuum% chambers,%
the% flexible% porous% membrane% carrying% the% epithelial% cell% layer% is% stretched.%
Reproduced%from%ref.%63%with%permission.%

 

 

4.4 Novel light microscopy techniques for epithelial cell layers 
enabled by biochip technology  

The polar organisation of epithelial cells is established and 
maintained by a remarkably complex vesicular trafficking 
machinery, which sorts and transports membrane proteins to 
apical and basolateral plasma membrane domains via exocytic 
and recycling routes1. The concluding step in plasma membrane 
delivery is the fusion of cargo-bearing vesicles with the plasma 
membrane. Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) 
microscopy, which utilizes a shallow evanescent wave to 
spatially limit the excitation volume, offers sufficient resolution 
in space and time to directly visualise vesicle fusion events96.  

 
Figure(6:(Microfluidic(biochips(enable(novel(microscopy(techniques(in(order(to(

image( vesicular( membrane( trafficking( in( polarised( epithelial( cell( layers.% (A)%
Microfluidic%biochip%to%perform%TIRF%microscopy%at%the%apical%plasma%membrane%
of%polarised%epithelial%cells.%a.%The%chip%contains%a%moveable%platform%on%which%a%
polarised%epithelial%cell%layer%can%be%cultivated%on%a%fibronectin=coated%area.%The%
moveable% platform% is% attached% to% the% central% part% of% a% thin% flexible% PDMS%
membrane% covering% the% actuator% channels.% b.% For% performing% apical% TIRF%
microscopy%the%chip%is%turned%upside%down%and%placed%on%a%glass%cover%slip%on%a%
TIRF%microscope.% By% applying% pressure% to% the% actuator% channels,% the% platform%
carrying%the%cells%can%be%precisely%approached%to%the%glass%cover%slip.%In%this%way%
the% apical% plasma% membrane% of% the% cells% is% positioned% within% the% evanescent%
wave%of%a%totally%internally%reflected%laser%beam%in%order%to%carry%out%apical%TIRF%
microscopy.% (B)% Fusion% of% a% vesicle% bearing% the% apical% marker% protein% GPI=GFP%
with%the%apical%plasma%membrane.%Top%row:%Apical%TIRF%image%sequence.%Bottom%
row:%Intensity%profiles%along%a%horizontal%cross=section%through%the%centre%of%the%
intensity%peaks%(red%dots)%and%through%a%two=dimensional%Gaussian%fitted%to%the%
peaks%(black%line).%Adapted%from%ref.%72%with%permission.%
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However, because of the physical requirements to generate an 
evanescent wave97, TIRF microscopy has been classically 
limited to image processes at or close to those parts of the 
plasma membrane that are attached to a support with high 
refractive index, such as a glass cover slip98. This limitation can 
be overcome by a microfluidic biochip that allows TIRF 
imaging also at the non-support attached apical plasma 
membrane of epithelial cells by moving the apical plasma 
membrane into the region of the evanescent wave72. The 
functional principle of the biochip is outlined in Figure 6A. A 
polarised monolayer of epithelial cells is grown on a moveable 
platform within the biochip (Figure 6Aa). The platform is 
attached to the central area of a thin PDMS membrane that 
covers a microfluidic channel network. When pressure is 
applied to the channel network, the covering membrane will 
bulge and therefore allow positioning of the platform with sub-
µm precision. For imaging, the whole biochip is inverted and 
the apical plasma membrane of the cells is precisely approached 
to a glass cover slip, thus allowing TIRF imaging of the apical 
plasma membrane (Figure 6Ab). The biochip enabled the first 
direct visualisation of vesicle fusion events at the apical plasma 
membrane of polarised epithelia72 (see Figure 6B for an 
example of an apical TIRF recording of a fusion event), as well 
as to resolve that vesicle fusion events occur at the base of 
apical microvilli99. 

4.5 Towards ‘organs-on-chips’: Microfluidic models of the lung 

Lung epithelial cell layers face unique environmental 
challenges. Their apical surface is exposed to air, only protected 
by a thin mucus layer (in the upper airway) or surfactant layer 
(in the lung alveoli). Due to breathing, lung epithelium is 
periodically stretched. Furthermore, pathogens as well as small 
pollutants have direct access to the lung epithelium. Several 
tools to reconstitute lung-typical environmental challenges have 
been integrated in microfluidic biochips62, 95, 100-103. 
Microfluidic lung models have contributed significantly to the 
understanding of conditions related to these challenges. 
 One example is airway reopening. This is an event that 
occurs in a variety of lung diseases that cause instabilities of the 
pulmonary surfactant, which then leads to the formation of 
small liquid plugs that block the small airways. The liquid 
plugs move with the air stream over the lung epithelium until 
the plugs eventually rupture, allowing the airways to be 
reopened100. In order to reconstitute airway reopening, a 
microfluidic biochip has been developed in which a lung 
epithelial cell layer is grown on a porous polyester membrane 
and can be challenged by liquid plug flow that is produced with 
an integrated plug flow generator100, 103, 104. In the plug flow 
generator, a liquid stream is focused by an air stream to form a 
stratified air-liquid two-phase flow. Briefly switching off the air 
stream causes the generation of a liquid plug100, 104. This 
microfluidic model allowed to reveal that the forces exerted by 
moving air/liquid interphases of a propagating plug, as well as 
plug rupture, can have detrimental effects on lung epithelial 
cells100, 103. Interestingly, addition of surfactant significantly 

reduced cell injury due to propagating liquid plugs103. In 
another microfluidic model of airway reopening, lung epithelial 
cells were grown on a thin flexible PDMS membrane, which 
allowed additional stretching of the cell layer95. This approach 
revealed that the combination of fluid mechanical stress 
through propagating liquid plugs and solid mechanical stress 
through cyclic stretching further increased cell death, whereas 
surfactant-enriched growth medium had a protective effect. 
 Moreover, an endothelial-epithelial co-culture chip based on 
a stretchable and porous PDMS membrane, has been 
developed62. A layer of alveolar epithelial cells was cultivated 
on top of the porous membrane, whereas a layer of endothelial 
cells was cultivated on the other side. This approach allowed 
resembling several organ-level functions of the lung. 
Introducing an air-liquid interface at the apical membrane of the 
alveolar cells increased the TEER and reduced albumin 
transport across barrier, thus improving the differentiation 
status of the barrier. TNF-α stimulation activated the 
endothelium and induced adhesion of neutrophils to the 
activated endothelial cells. The neutrophils subsequently 
transmigrated through the capillary-alveolar barrier via the 
membrane pores. Application of the bacterium Escherichia coli 
to the alveolar cells could also induce neutrophil adhesion, 
transmigration, and clearance of the bacteria by neutrophils, 
thus mimicking the innate cellular response to bacterial 
infection. Interestingly, silica nanoparticles likewise activated 
the underlying endothelium, and breathing motions increased 
the inflammatory response as well as the absorption of 
nanoparticles. 

5 Conclusions and future directions 

Microfluidic devices have enabled to reconstitute important 
aspects of epithelial physiology by precisely resembling the in 
vivo microenvironment of epithelial cell layers. A particularly 
successful approach was to devise microfluidic designs that 
allow to culture epithelial cell layers with supporting cell layers 
underneath. These multi-layer structures led to improved apico-
basal polarisation and tightness of the epithelial barriers40, 62, 80. 
However, epithelial cell layers exhibit a much more complex 
organisation in vivo. In particular, most epithelia consist of 
many specialised cell types that fulfil distinct functions. The 
different cell types show a well-controlled organisation within 
the plane of the cell layer. A remaining challenge is to 
reproduce such planarly structured epithelial cell layers on-
chip. 
 An intriguing observation is that on-chip stimulation of 
Caco-2 cells with fluid flow and cyclic stretching caused 
spontaneous self-organised differentiation into specialised cell 
types of the intestine, which also assumed proper planar 
organisation64. This suggests that specific cues might be 
sufficient to trigger self-organised differentiation and planar 
structuring in other cell lines. Because of their ability to subject 
cell layers to multiple well-controlled cues, microfluidic 
biochips are ideally suited to identify more examples of self-
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organised differentiation and planar structuring in epithelial 
models.  
 Even in cases in which self-organised planar patterning 
might not occur spontaneously, microfluidic models could be 
combined with approaches to control the local cell environment 
in order to generate confined regions in which cells are 
stimulated to undergo further differentiation. In particular, local 
engineering of differentiation-relevant environmental 
parameters is a promising approach to produce epithelia that 
comprise a natural composition of cell types directly from stem 
cells. Multiple tools to locally adjust microenvironments have 
already been developed and await their integration into 
microfluidic models of epithelia. This includes tools that allow 
generating local variations of substrate properties, for example 
patterning of ECM-components or other immobilised molecules 
that influence cell differentiation105-107, or local control of the 
substrate stiffness105, 108. Furthermore, several microfluidic 
methods exist to generate gradients of soluble molecules within 
the cell culture medium109-111. This could be used to locally 
adjust the concentration of soluble factors influencing cell 
differentiation as well as to resemble morphogen gradients in 
order to resemble aspects of planar cell polarity.  
 However, most cell lines or primary cells have lost their 
capabilities to undergo further differentiation. In such cases, 
planar structuring of epithelia could be achieved by seeding 
different cell types in defined intercalating patterns within 
microfluidic biochips. To this end, a plethora of methods to 
pattern cells is available111, 112.  
 Taken together, by controlling the planar organisation of 
epithelia, microfluidic models could be engineered that much 
closer resemble all in vivo functions of epithelia. This might, 
for example, enable to build secretory epithelia or whole glands 
that secrete fluids with a physiologically correct composition. 
 
In addition to their transport functions, epithelial cell layers 
have several other essential functions. For example, epithelia 
are an important line of defence that prevents the intrusion of 
pathogens. However, several bacteria have evolved strategies to 
overcome epithelial barriers by e.g. hijacking trans-cellular 
transport processes or compromising tight junctions113, 114. 
Thus, microfluidic models of epithelia could provide powerful 
approaches to study bacterial intrusion. 
 
The unique advantage of microfluidic approaches lies in the 
possibility to directly integrate analytical tools that enable to 
measure biologically relevant parameters. Many analytical tools 
have been developed and integrated in microfluidic models for 
epithelia, as described in section 4 of this review, and many 
more tools will be made available in this rapidly developing 
field. However, the analytical tools are usually integrated in a 
customised way. This can hamper a more widespread use of 
microfluidic models of epithelia, especially in biology labs, 
because such designs typically require homemade accessories 
and expert knowledge to operate the tools. This could be 
overcome by designing a modular microfluidic system of 
standardised analytical components, especially for tools that 

probe molecules in the cell supernatant (e.g. fluorescent 
readout, mass spectrometry, HPLC, immunoassays...). An 
interesting option would be to design small microfluidic chips, 
each performing a distinct analytical readout, which can be 
connected to the main cell culture chip via short tubing. This 
will require the development of standardised connection 
interfaces115. Such modular systems would enable to routinely 
monitor multiple different readouts in parallel during 
experiments with epithelial cell layers. This would allow more 
unbiased experimental approaches, because the chance to miss 
unexpected effects is drastically minimised. Another interesting 
perspective of standardised components is to connect different 
epithelial models, each resembling the function of a specific 
organ. This would enable to build models of whole organisms, 
which offers novel possibilities to study the effects of drugs or 
toxins in artificial systems116-120. 
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